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Introduction 
Overview of the ONRSR 
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ONRSR key facts 
> commenced on 20 Jan 2013 
> an independent authority 
> funded by industry and 

government 
> National Office: Adelaide 
> Central Branch: SA, TAS, NT, ACT 

> NSW Branch 
> VIC Branch 
> WA Branch 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONRSR Office    

Map Source: PowerPoint Toolkit, http://ppt-
toolkit.com  

ONRSR regulatory oversight of railway operations    
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ONRSR: key functions 
 
> administer, audit and review the 

accreditation regime under the Rail 
Safety National Law (RSNL) and 
Regulations 

> work with rail transport operators, 
rail safety workers and others 
involved in railway operations to 
improve rail safety nationally 

> conduct research, collect and 
publish information relating to rail 
safety 
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ONRSR: key functions 
 
> provide, or facilitate the provision of, 

advice, education and training in 
relation to rail safety 

> monitor, investigate and enforce 
compliance with the RSNL 

> engage in, promote and 
coordinate the sharing of 
information to achieve the objects of 
the RSNL 
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Major Project Guideline 
Overview 
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Background 
> Major projects are complex, 

typically: 
− multi-disciplinary activity 
− use of novel technology 
− significant change 

> No standard delivery structure 
− many models can be used 

> Growing need to document 
ONRSR’s minimum expectations 
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Delivering safe projects 

Major projects develop with 
insufficient safety management 

leading to delay in gaining safety 
accreditation 

Multiple entities developing major 
projects results in unclear safety 

responsibilities leading to delay in 
gaining safety accreditation 

Major projects do not consider 
ops & mtce safety risks resulting 
in inappropriate solutions leading 

to delay in gaining safety 
accreditation 

Delivery risks 

Document safety roles and 
responsibilities 

Early engagement: ONRSR / 
government / industry 

Document accreditation 
strategy 

Early identification of railway 
transport operator that 

manages O&M risks 
Plan for safety assurance; 

manage safety risks from the 
start 

Industry controls 
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Challenges 
> ensuring the concept design 

minimises risk 
> identification of the accredited party 
> demonstration of effective 

management & control:  
− to ensure safety risk is managed  

> assuring safe outcomes:  
− confidence that safety risk managed 

appropriately for the complexity of 
the project 

− the project has the competence and 
capacity to manage safety risk. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of effective safety management due to:poor safety leadershipmultiple entities having control throughout the project lifecyclecommercial pressures taking precedence.Assuring safe outcomessafety requirements inadequateproject scope inadequately addresses safety improvementdeveloped design inadequate for safe outcomesconstructed assets inadequate for safe outcomeslack of industry understanding on ONRSR expectations.
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Guideline structure 

Major Project 
Guideline 

Effective 
Management & 

Control 

Safety roles & 
responsibilities 

Accreditation 
Planning 

Common Safety 
Approach 

O & M 
Requirements 

Safety Assurance 

minimum requirements 
for major projects 
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Guideline structure 

Major Project 
Guideline 

Effective 
Management & 

Control 

Safety 
Assurance 

Planning safety 
assurance 

ISA 

System safety 

Quantitative 
techniques 

HF integration 

Standards 

Level crossings 

minimum 
requirements for 
major projects 
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Standards 
Overview 
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Standards and the RSNL 

“A documented set of engineering standards 
and procedures, and operational systems, 

safety standards and procedures....” 

for infrastructure, rolling stock, operational 
systems and their interfaces 

Regulation 19 
 

General 
engineering and 

operational 
systems safety 
requirements 
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Standards and the RSNL 

“Systems, procedures and standards for the 
following in relation to rail infrastructure and 

rolling stock...” 

asset lifecycle from design through to 
decommissioning 

Regulation 19 
 

General 
engineering and 

operational 
systems safety 
requirements 
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Effective safety 
standards 

 
Standards have been written 

Standards comply with 
Regulation 19 

therefore railway operations 
safe 

 
 
 

Industry needs standards that 
effectively ensure safety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RSNL requires that standards be produced – but that in itself is not sufficient to meet our obligations under the RSNL for safe railway operations.Standards need to be effectiveONRSR is keen to see industry develop standards that ensure safety of railway operations.IrelandCall for an inspectionStop watch / tape measureAll ok – but black letters on white .... Black letters on yellow?Phoned civil engineerMight have a point....Dot traffic  manual’s full colour version costs E 300...the office here has a second hand black and white copy.......signs replaced within the week.Just having standards is insufficient.....we need to use them appropriately to manage safety.
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Effective safety 
standards 
Key features: 
 
> risk-based development 
> clear and accountable development 

governance 
> share good industry practice 
> subject to continual improvement & 

review 
> document safety risk SFAIRP 

controls 
> support the hierarchy of controls 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand the safety risks that require to be controlled, SFAIRPDocument controls, ownersReview and improve in light of safety performance and learnings from industry accidents / incidents
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Effective standards and the RSNL 

s47(d) 
reasonably 
practicable 

s52 
RIM duties 

s55 
due diligence 

(ex Victoria) 

“the availability and suitability of ways to eliminate or 
minimise the risk” 

“...design, construction, commissioning, use, installation, 
modification, maintenance, repair or decommissioning of 

the manager’s rail infrastructure is done or carried out in 
a way that ensures the safety of railway operations...” 

“to acquire and keep up-to-date knowledge of rail safety 
matters...” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of where effective standards for safety can support duties under the RSNL
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Thank you 
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